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Manager
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Investing Feels More 
Complex than Ever Before

The world has undergone a lot in just a few years

- Worldwide pandemic that shocked markets with ongoing effects on 
supply chains

- Massive retail influx into popular trading apps like Robinhood with 
increased awareness of more “complex” investments like derivatives 
and options

- Geopolitical instability that threatened widespread disruptions in 
commodities and trade

- New asset classes, such as cryptocurrency, gained broad awareness 
even among large institutions

- Monetary policy took front and center as inflation worries grew rapidly
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This complexity has led a lot of 
investors into a fully “passive” 
framework for investing:

● Only investing in low-cost index 
funds

● Dollar cost averaging
● Avoiding using leverage/margin
● Diversifying mainly into stocks 

and bonds

While these traditional strategies aren’t 
“bad”, following them can result in a 
portfolio that underperforms AND 
leaves us vulnerable to market shocks

For these increasingly difficult times, 
investors should can increase returns 
without adding risk by simply applying 
a handful of concepts of hedge fund 
managers to our current portfolios

Where Does that Leave Investors?
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Secret #1 - Optimize Differently
Successful hedge fund managers optimize their portfolio around 3 
principles, all at the same time:

Risk Matching - how closely aligned is my current portfolio’s risk vs. the risk I’m 
willing to take on?1

Sharpe Ratio - what is the expected return of an investment, adjusted for the 
risk it provides?2

Downside Protection - does this portfolio protect against downturns and 
unpredictability?3
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Investors often look at each asset’s risk in 
isolation and simply try to balance the risky and 
the safe. However, when you treat your portfolio 
as a relationship between interconnected assets, 
you can find unique combinations that lead to a 
better overall portfolio

Secret #2: Treat Risk as a 
Relationship between Assets
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Secret #3: Diversify Against 
Macro Drivers

Most investors are taught to “diversify”, but 
diversify against what?

True diversification requires a portfolio of 
complementary assets that minimize exposure 
to underlying “big-picture” drivers

Example: most equities perform poorly in 
inflationary environments, but assets like 
commodities, inflation-linked bonds, and real 
estate can offset that exposure
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Secret #4: Anticipate the Waves

Picking individual stocks might work for some 
highly attentive investors, but preparing for the 
right market waves is far more important

Of these, the trajectory of growth and inflation 
are the most important. Pay attention to regime 
changes in policy, interest rates, exchange rates, 
geopolitics, and other macroeconomic conditions 
in order to position your portfolio appropriately



Secret #5: Think Probabilistically

The best investors don't always predict the future 
exactly right, but they understand when the odds are 
in their favor and protect themselves in case they’re 
wrong

The key isn't hitting a home-run every time, but 
rather limiting downside, staying in the game, and 
doing well across a variety of future scenarios
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There’s no “perfect” portfolio that exists for any investor. It requires an 
informed view on your goals, timeline, risk appetite, etc.

As mentioned before, keeping yourself in the game matters more than 
anything else. The goal for you is to maximize your returns given the amount 
of risk you’re willing to take, while also protecting your downside so you 
don’t have to sell your positions prematurely.

Thinking like a hedge fund manager isn’t about abandoning your existing 
portfolio - it's about having a systemic and incremental approach to 
investing

But WAIT - Don’t Throw Away Your 
Portfolio!
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Global Predictions provides portfolio analysis and a Recommendation Engine built 
by former hedge fund managers, using over 100,000 historical economic series to 
give investors the recommendations on how to optimize their returns while 
protecting their downside.

It’s free to use - just connect your existing investment accounts or manually enter 
your positions, and watch as our models provide you specific trades to nudge your 
portfolio in a direction that increases returns and protects your downside.

It only takes 10 minutes, but the impact on your portfolio can last for decades to 
come. 

Get started today at globalpredictions.com

Take the 10 Minute 
Challenge

https://globalpredictions.com?source=manifesto

